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The ability to move within the genome makes the activity of transposable
elements (TEs) a source of variability, contributing to the evolution of
their host. The coding regions of TEs that during evolution lost their self-
replicative capability, can acquire new functions and start evolving under
phenotypic selective pressure. These “new” genes derived from the molecular
domestication of TEs are defined as exapted transposable element genes
(ETEs). Despite their biological relevance, there are currently few
protocols for ETEs systematic discovery. The sunflower (Helianthus annuus
L.) has an estimated genome size of 3.6 Gbp and its repetitive component,
mostly represented by TEs, amounts to about 80% of it, providing a
significant source for exaptation. A library of long terminal repeat
retroelements (LTR-REs) and terminal inverted repeat (TIR) elements
identified in sunflower was used to build TEs specific hidden Markov model
(HMM) profiles. HMM profiles were then used to search all the available
gene products of sunflower. The 20,016 putative ETEs identified with this
approach were further investigated for the characteristics that distinguish
TEs from genes, namely repetitiveness, expression, siRNA coverage and
similarity with already known TEs; through this process 3,530 sunflower



ETEs were validated. The functional characterization of these genes by Gene
Ontology (GO) showed a significant involvement in disparate cellular
functions, suggesting that ETEs affected several biological processes
during sunflower evolution. Furthermore, distribution of functional domains
in ETEs, identified by Pfam, revealed that a relevant fraction of TIR-
derived genes belong to different transcription factor (TF) families; this
result is in agreement with previous studies indicating that ETEs derived
by DNA-TEs are mostly TFs. In conclusion, the identification and
characterization of ETEs in sunflower represents a useful genomic resource,
but also highlights that the phenomenon of exaptation plays a crucial role
in the creation of sequences with novel functions, thus driving species
evolution.


